RED DEER POOL LEAGUE
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
REGISTRATION
We must have full name, email, phone number and mailing address. Registration must be sent to us directly either by registering on the website (www.johnsvending.ca) or email at jvldonalda@gmail.com or by phone (403 883-2223) or fax (403 883-2246). Please enter your preferred location and a 2nd preferred as some locations are full already. We will try our best to put in your preferred location but sometimes it won’t work out. As the Advanced division is entered into FargoRate, please ensure that the full name is used and spelling is correct. Please do not use nicknames unless you already have a FargoRate under that nickname. Many players have ended up with multiple Fargo accounts because of these reasons.
START OF SEASON
September 21 intermediate and September 22 for Advanced. Registration cut off is September 16. We will not accept any teams after that. This is firm so we have the schedule on line by September 19.The first week of play you must put the full name of the person and do the same if you’re having someone start after first week of play.
WEEKLY FEES
John's Vending will be picking up the money envelopes weekly from the locations. It goes into the JVL pool league account. The weekly fee is $100 a team for Advanced and *NEW* and $75 for Intermediate.It is the home team captains responsibilty to make sure the money envelope is handed into the location. When handing it in, get the location to sign the part on the envelope that detaches and keep it. That way if there is a dispute you have proof of handing it in.
We will not be accepting e-transfers for weekly fees. So if a player puts on the envelope will send $20 or $15 by e-transfer on such and such date, they will be given zeros and will still owe that money. So if you don't have the $20 or $15 don't play.
*NEW* NEW*NEW* Over the years John’s Vending Ltd has covered all the costs for the JVL Pool League and as you can imagine things have been tough the last few years. So we have made the decision that JVL Pool League is going to take 50 cents a player per week from the prize fund to cover costs. So instead of 100% going into the prize fund it will be 97.5% going in. 
HANDI-CAPs
By now most of you have seen your handi-caps, if not there is a copy on the back of this. The max handi-cap you can have on any given night is 36 *NEW*total for Intermediate for this year only and 42 for Advanced. If for some reason you feel like your handi-cap is wrong (you’re a 10 but think you should be a 5) fill out the Captain’s Challenge form on the JVL website under Red Deer message board.

Rules

Weekly fees are $100 a team for Advanced and *NEW* $75 a team for Intermediate and must be paid the day of play or you do not play. If the team doesn't have the money you can either reschedule or forfeit, but you still have to pay for that week and must be paid by the next week of play. If you reschedule you must give the other team 3 hours notice, if not it will be considered a forfeit unless the other team is willing to reschedule. If you are short a player the team still must pay the $100 Advanced or $75 for Intermediate for the week.
No rotating players through if you are short a player. You either pick up a spare or take zeros for that player. When picking up a spare, they will be handicapped at your team-division maximum, unless that maximum is greater than 8. For example, Intermediate Team A needs a sub for the night and the 4 players available to play have a handicap total of 28. The sub for that night will be a 7 as that takes the team to the maximum handicap for the division. If the team total of those four players was 25, the handicap of the sub would be an 8, because that is the common handicap assigned to unknown players. All spares must be listed by their full name; you can no longer list them as Spare 1, etc. 
The committee will be taking names of players who are willing to play both nights, even occasionally, to be part of a spare pool. This pool hopefully will have players of all different levels so a team can find a sub that fits within their handicap limit. If you are interested in being part of the sub pool, please contact a committee member.
4 forfeits will result in your team being eliminated from the league. No refunds on league fees already paid. If you don't think this is attainable, please do not start the season with us.

*NEW*  MOBILE SCORING ON PHONE
This year we will be switching over to using the scoring on the compusport app (and BCAPL app for Advanced teams). This will be a gradual switch over, but everybody will have to be switched over by the end of October. We switched to this at the last Westerns and will be using this at the Westerns going forward. We only had 3 people come to the desk to learn how to do it, so it is fairly simple. Each team will need to ensure at least one player has a smartphone and app(s). When using the app(s) for keeping score, the scoresheet is live and all players can see it in real time.
     Intermediate division-home team will enter the scores in the Compusport app and visitors will verify score.
     Advanced division-home team will enter scores into Compusport and visitors will enter into BCAPL app(associated with BCA and FargoRate). Scores will be compared at the conclusion of the match before being submitted into the respective scoring system. Scoresheets are live prior to final submission.
 We will only be using scoresheets the first night (no apps). You will still be able to use the triple scoresheets until you get comfortable using the apps but everybody must be switched over by October 30. There will be a captains meeting at 6:15 at The Corner Pocket for Intermediate and Advanced on Sept 28,29 to show you how to use the mobile scoring. Please have the compusport app (BCAPL app for Advanced) downloaded on your phone. We must have all captains email addresses.
RESCHEDULING
Any matches that need to be rescheduled must be made up within 4 weeks of original match. Please put original date on it when you play the match.
SANCTIONS FOR ADVANCED
This division is dual sanctioned (VNEA+BCA) so the sanction fee is $60 or $75 if you never paid last year(see below)If a player plays 2 or more weeks, BCA automatically sends a bill for that player. So if you play the second night, you must send your sanction fee of $25 in. Same goes for VNEA but it is 4 weeks and it $35. Sanctions are due by October 15th. I moved it up a bit so just maybe I might have all the sanctions by the end of season. I will be putting a penalty of $10 a player if they don’t pay by October 30th.
BCA PROBLEM
 I’m going to try and explain this as clear as mud. BCA sanction is from January 1st to December 31st. So the sanction you paid last year was for this entire 2022 year. Here lies the problem,your stats only got entered into Fargo from January 1st 2022 to end of the season.
 In order for the stats to count towards Fargo ratings from September 21st this year to December 31st 2022 any player that didn’t play last year and plays this season would have to pay 2022 BCA sanction and also the 2023 sanction which we are collecting now. They will only enter stats into Fargo if every team is sanctioned in the Advanced league.
 This is sorta of a one off as the majority of the teams on any normal year would only have to pay once. The only players after this year that were new players would have to pay the current year and the next year sanction if they joined at the beginning of the season.
 In order to lesson the blow for the BCA sanction, John’s Vending will pick up $10 of the sanction. So for players that didn’t play last year the sanction fee will be $75(VNEA+2 years BCA) 2022+2023. Any player that paid last years dues can still play in any BCA event in 2022

SANCTION FOR INTERMEDIATE
This division is sanctioned just for VNEA. The sanction fee is $35. If you play 4 or more nights you must have paid your sanction fee. The due date is the same as the Advanced and the same penalties apply. Please pay as a team to make book keeping so much easier.

CAPTAINS RESPONSIBILITIES
To be a member, or have a representation, in the Red Deer JVL Pool Players Facebook group. There you will find the posts regarding the league,rules.etc.
	To download the Compusport app (and the BCAPL app if you are an Advanced team).
To ensure JVL assigned handicaps, and not floating handicaps, are used throughout the season.
To fill out the Captain’s Challenge Form, located on the JVL website, for players you believe are not accurately represented by their assigned handicap.
To send out all the announcements JVL sends out.
To ensure all league and Players Committee information is relayed to your team.
To be team proxy on any votes held by the Players Committee-If your team members are not aware of your vote that is not the responsibility of the Players Committee.
	To ensure your team is aware of league rules and conduct of play/sportsmanship
To ensure all funds are handed in to the location and signed receipts are kept for the duration of season.
To contact opposing team, with no less than three hours notice, if there is a need to cancel.

FACEBOOK GROUP
Role of the closed Facebook group: This group is moderated by the Players Committee and is a location for league information only. Please do not invite people who do not play in either the intermediate or Advanced divisions as the Players Committee only represents the players in these divisions. There will no longer be posting tournament streams, request for sets,etc (the exception to this rule are VNEA/BCA related events). There already exists a great place for these types of posts on Red Deer Pool Scene. Moving Forward, this group should be a place for info regarding rule clarification, league announcements, requests for subs,and general league information. Players are welcome to submit questions to the group. If the committee feels the question and answer would be beneficial information for other players, they will post the question and answer in the group. If it is a question that is best addressed individually, they will contact the poster directly. Once a question has been asked and received an appropriate and correct answer, commenting for that post will be turned off. This group is not a place for airing grievances. Questions intended to generate controversy or to be derogatory will be filtered out. Thoughtful questions are welcome and encouraged.




END OF YEAR
You must have played all of your matches by the time the play-offs start or your team will not be playing in the tournament. Any team that owes money to the league by the time play-offs start will not be allowed to play. Again if you don't think this is attainable do not start playing in this league.We are going to have 1-2 rounds of play-offs on the regular scheduled nights, it all depends on amount of teams. Weekly fees will not apply.
 For playoffs your team must consist of 5 players with at least 12 weeks and 1 player can have 8 weeks.
 First place in both divisions will win trips to the Las Vegas Tournament along with their prize money.There will be four $250 payouts for feats for Advanced and *NEW*four $200 payouts for Intermediate. 
   Advanced – 1 ballot for every 1 ERO
            - 1 ballot for every 2 other feats (1st attempts and 10-0)
   Intermediate - 2 ballots for every ERO
              -1 ballot for every other feat ( 1st attempts and 10-0)

2023 Playoffs are April 14,15,16 for Intermediate
April 20-23 for Advanced


SPORTSMANSHIP
Pool is supposed to be fun. In keeping with this, good sportsmanship is expected from all league members. Sportsmanship includes how you conduct yourself, in person and online, with opponents, other league members and John’s Vending. If a player is found to be conducting themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner, sanctions will be up, to and including, removal from the league.


COMMITTEE
First off I would like to thank the committee for all of the hard work they put in last year and from the end of season till now. I know a lot of you know they put a lot of hours into this but we are talking a lot of hours. So when you want to pick up the phone or email them about a grief please keep in mind of all the work they do and will do for the league. So when contacting them give yourself 24 hours to calm down before contacting them and then things can be calmly figured out.                                                                      Please contact the committee, with questions and concerns (or compliments) through the official email: rdplayerscommittee@gmail.com

Committee members are:
Chris Harper
Jenean Johnson
Dan Skelton
Manny Cormier
Barry Saulteaux
STATS-SCHEDULES-MESSAGES
These can all be found on our website at www.johnsvending.ca . If you would like to contact us, we can be reached at jvldonalda@gmail.com or by phone at 403 883-2223. Ask for Danny or Melinda. We also encourage you to join the Red Deer JVL pool players on Facebook for updates.If you haven’t been receiving emails from us and would like to, make sure your email is on the registration forms.

Sanction fees can be e-transfered to jvldonalda@gmail.com password  sanctions


LOCATIONS


The Vat
LBG’s (no advanced)
Cheers 
East 40 (no advanced)
The Corner Pocket
Penholder

WCVNEA
The westerns are going to be held at the River Cree in Edmonton. To qualify you must have 8 weeks played by January 20th. The Westerns are February 16-20 2023

THINGS TO DISCUSS

WE AT JOHN'S VENDING LTD WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THE PLAYERS NEW AND OLD THAT HAVE SUPPORTED US THROUGH THE YEARS AND THE COMING YEARS

DANNY & MELINDA BERNARD

